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INTRODUCTION

Victoria University’s Vice Chancellor Grant Guilford’s vision is to expand the University by doubling
student numbers over the next
decade. Additionally the University recently purchased a campus
adjacent piece of land which warrants a future expansion of Kelburn Campus. Hence the stretch
of land leading up to Kelburn
Campus provides a great opportunity to hypothetically test this
architectural master’s research.
Given the location and nature of
the site’s topography a facade
development is required that
challenges the ridgeline façade
typology as is traditionally employed in a University setting.
Hence site becomes the primary
design driver in the initial design
stages to explore the development
of a hillside façade. This requires
a constitutive stance towards the
slope which will strongly impact
the communicability of image
not only through construction but
also the process of appearance
(Leatherbarrow, 2002).

Gordon Gee strongly emphasized
that it is in the area of our physical campuses that a particular
vulnerability exists as only a few
short-sighted decisions need to
be made (incorporating the latest
building fad) before the physical
quality of a campus reflects the
scattered and distracted spirit and
administration of the institution
(Kenney et al, 2005). This demands the need to return to core
values; Victoria University of Wellington’s mission is to undertake
excellent research, teaching and
public engagement in the service
of local, national, regional and
global communities.
Architecture facilitates the return
to the University’s core mission
and sustains its values under
the philosophical proposition
that space and mission are synonymous (Kenney et al., 2005).
Hence the University itself is
treated as façade and contextualized against history. The research
develops a continuous façade
system transcending various

scales to achieve greater circulation, orientation and increased
connectivity. This is between Wellington’s City Centre below and
Kelburn Campus, across Campus
and within the individual faculty
buildings it will comprise of. It
becomes an urban threshold that
shifts the notion of façade as well
as positions the university and its
image towards the city from the
confrontational horizontal to the
engaging vertical.
For Victoria University, in this
research context, a design outcome of a staggered nature is
envisioned. The aim is to not
only establish a new image for
the University but also provide
space of opportunity to enable
students to take control of their
own education. Creating an intellectual home that provides for the
multi-media classroom of the 21st
century and facilitates a healthy
lifestyle.

WHAT
University Campus expansion through
an investigation of the contemporary
understanding of the term ‘facade’.

WHY
Victoria University’s vision to double student
numbers enables this proposition to be tested
as a speculative additon to their main campus
[to a resolution incorporating both the figurative/
spatial and technical]

TERMINOLOGY
Facade - threshold - skin - envelope - boundary interior space - literal and phenomenal transperency
- spatial stratification - fragmentation - heterogenity
of space + elements - visuality - face vs mask - sincerity

HOW HOW
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Literature

Typology of the facade
Massing Studies
Geometric Studies

Testing on site
across multiple
scales

Inserting
program

Body enganing with Facade

Area investigated:
facade.

Anticipated
outcome with
geometrical orientation of the threshhold providing
connectivity across
site in the vertical
and horizontal.
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PROBLEM PROPOSITION

Remove and study
withing proposed
theoretical framework

extended breadth
thus evolving into
a physical threshold

Apply newly defined and determined architecture
to the spaces and programmes in both vertical
and horizontal geometry: dividing and connecting,
giving orientation and allowing for circulation.
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Massing studies on a
1:500 routed site model
explore the organizational gesture of movement uphill while testing
iterations of modules of a
slipped grid in plan and

stepped grading in section against the topography of the site. This provides a geometrical mass
framework to situate the
programmatic development within and against.

CONFRONTATIONAL
CONTOURS

University Campus expansion through
an investigation of the contemporary
understanding of the term ‘facade’.

Victoria University’s vision to double student
numbers enables this proposition to be tested
as a speculative additon to their main campus
[to a resolution incorporating both the figurative/
spatial and technical]

Facade - threshold - skin - envelope - boundary interior space - literal and phenomenal transperency
- spatial stratification - fragmentation - heterogenity
of space + elements - visuality - face vs mask - sincerity
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Area investigated:
facade.

Remove and study
withing proposed
theoretical framework

extended breadth
thus evolving into
a physical threshold

Apply newly defined and determined architecture
to the spaces and programmes in both vertical
and horizontal geometry: dividing and connecting,
giving orientation and allowing for circulation.
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FACADE & VERTICALITY
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The main preliminary
result of the theory
and case study informed massing studies is the effect of
rotating the orientation
of the geometry by 90
degrees from the horizontal into the vertical.
This flip in orientation
of the façade versus
the now novel experi-

ence of and engagement with the façade
brings forward strong
options for resolving
vertical movement
uphill. This relationship of the angular
dynamic towards the
existing Kelburn Campus with its movement
and alignment across
the site is explored

by breaking down
the site into modules. Thus threshold
is brought back into
focus through the
concepts of gateway,
façade and educational space ranging
through the layers of
heterogeneous space
through to internal
micro façades.
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LEGO & LECTURE THEATRES

Throughout the iterative modelling process
a range of material has
been identified to re-establish a certain degree
of order across the site
with the aim of legible
circulation and accessibility to the public and
students alike. These
initially three primary
elements have then been
modified and moulded to
express a range of variety within given the scale
of the site. To then bring
legibility and orientation
back into the urban scale
a ‘wild card’ was drawn:
bright orange 3D printing. This method was primarily chosen to simultaneously break down the
site into smaller, legible
clusters while maintaining a visual cohesion
and nodes of orientation
within and across the
site.

ORANGE ORDER
This so called ‘orange
order’ was then explored
and tested to its maximum capability under
the premises of:
1)

?

?
?

Structuring the site

2)
Breaking down/
disruption rigidity of primary materiality and form
3)
Anchoring moments on urban scale

Analysis through diagramming

It was found that a dramatic increase in ‘orange
legos’ was counterproductive to the aim of the
research through design
as it became highly confusing. Yet brought forth
validity of higher density
massing. Furthermore
it reinforced the distant
aim of extending the
notion of façade into the
interior to create internal micro-facades and
elevated outdoor spaces
while maintaining visibility in-between.
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ITERATION 7
While disregarding optimum urban density across the site this iteration explores
a maximum of 5 key ‘lego’ moments to
return to the main incentive of establishing urban legibility and visual orientation across the site. Wherever you are on
the site or around the site these 5 different scaled and formed elements will be
indicative of your location and direction
across site.

PROGRAM

N

FACULTIES

As this research has a programmatic focus on Postgraduate students the faculty of graduate research
offers a unique opportunity
to broaden their literal footprint within Victoria University’s Kelburn Campus.
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SUBJECTS @ KELBURN

While Lecture Theatres are the
epitome of university space postgraduate research is conducted in
significantly more specialized and
uniquely subject targeted areas;
providing equipment and resources non other could utilize. Hence
the question of unison arises. How
do you tie such a broad area of
subjects and expertise spatially
together? A Library! Yes, Rankie
Brown offers a fantastic range of
subjects and resources yet one
this constantly near impossible to
source are previous theses and
overseas literature. Hence a postgraduate library is the programmatic focal point within the site.
Additionally the problem of urban
campus car parking is approach
via a highly speculative underground car park proposition that
provides car parking space for up
to 300 cars, accessible from both
The Terrace and Kelburn Parade.
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FUTURE DIRECTION
OF RESEARCH
The next step towards a final design outcome is to tackle the natural slope and topography of the
site. The ideology of the terrace is
consulted. This will allow for a less
rigid and perfectly perpendicular
main axis between city and campus which would lead to a bypassing of the actual site itself.

TERRACES &
CABLE CARS

For strong integration with
the wider urban grid the
primary breakdown and
structuring method of the site
has been literally extrapolated from the surrounding
urban settlement density.
This provided a maximum
possible site perimeter (yellow). Through geometrical
juxtaposition (Central Services Building’s staircase and
Rankie Brown’s exterior staircase) the diagonally transitioning pattern was determined. This was then broken
down against the horizontal
limitations of the previously
established site perimeter.
Fantastic opportunities that

arise from terracing oriented
along this pattern are:
Less rigid urban composition of site
Juxtaposing vertical
movement against order of
building mass
Fantastical and playful
aspects to the design
Great potential for desirable inhabitable space
A new landmark within Wellington will be established
while reinforcing Victoria
University’s roots and image.

CONCEPTUAL
OUTCOME
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